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Safety First 
 
WARNING. Refer all servicing and maintenance operations to suitably qualified service 
personnel ONLY. 
 
Mains voltages are present within the controller therefore great care should be taken when 
working inside the controller. Isolate the mains before opening the controller door. 
 
Overview 
 
The Codeology C200 recirculating conveyor has been designed to replace lazy susans in end-
of-line packing operations. With a lazy susan products are presented to operators in a 
haphazard way, with the recirculator the products are presented linearly and aligned. This 
makes the packing operation easier on the operator, faster and more efficient. It also means 
that checking date cods or labels becomes simpler as they are always presented in the same 
position. 
 
In addition the high level of the recirculator means the operator is pulling and lowering products 
into the outer cases, not lifting and twisting, meaning the operator has less mechanical work to 
do. 
 
When the operator has to pause packing (to remove pallets for example) the products will 
continue to recirculate on the conveyor until the operator returns. 
 
The controller has the option of working in energy saving mode. This means that when a pause 
is detected in the production flow the conveyor will switch off. A photocell detect when 
production restarts and automatically restarts the conveyor. This saves wasted energy and 
reduces wear and tear on the system. 
 
Once the conveyor has been installed you will see scuff marks appear on the conveyor bed. 
This is normal and is simply the conveyor slats bedding into position.
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Controller Operation 
 
To start the conveyor, ensure that the stop button is released and press the green start button.  
 

 
If the operation mode switch is in the ‘ALWAYS ON’ position the conveyor will not stop until you 
press the red stop button. If the switch is in the ‘ENERGY SAVING’ position the conveyor will 
run until a pause in production of approximately 15 seconds occurs when the conveyor will stop. 
The amber power on/pause indicator will flash briefly every 15 seconds to indicate that the 
conveyor is paused. It will restart again when a product passes the photocell detector at the 
infeed to the conveyor. You can manually restart the conveyor by pressing the green start 
button again. 
 
You can change from energy saving to normal operation at any time. 
 
When you press the red stop button you cut the low voltage power to the motor controller. When 
you release the red button the amber light will illuminate showing that power is available. If the 
amber light is not lit then the red stop button has not been released fully. 
 
Switch off the power at the isolator when not in use to power-down the motor controller and 
extend its operational life. 
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The conveyor belt speed is controllable. The ideal speed allows the products to arrive on the 
conveyor and forma train with a small gap between products. This gives the best balance 
between quantity of products that the accumulator will take in any given time and minimises the 
amount of time that an operator has to wait for product to arrive at their packing station 
 
Routine Maintenance 
 
Weekly 
 
Once per week (or earlier if in a particularly dusty environment) use an air line to blow any 
accumulated dust or cardboard particles out of the conveyor. Isolate the conveyor from the 
mains and lift the belts to clean out inside the conveyor underneath the conveyor slats. 
 
The belts can be washed down with warm soapy water but the system is not IP protected so DO 
NOT USE A HOSE OR PRESSURE WASHER. 
 
If using industrial cleaners be aware that acidic or alkali cleaning agents can corrode the 
aluminium frame. 
 
Every 3 months 
 
Check tightness of all the aluminium extrusion connectors on the frames and tighten as 
necessary. 
Check the toothed motor drive belts for tightness and wear. 
 
Annually 
 
Remove the slat band conveyors and inspect the underside of the belts for wear. Inspect the 
rotating joints between the slats and replace if there is any play. 
Replace the drive motors and toothed drive belts 
Check the operation of the drive roller spindle and condition of the bearings. Replace the 
bearings if they are worn. 
 
Every three years 
 
Replace both the slat band belts.
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Troubleshooting 
 
The top surface of the conveyor appears scuffed and there is dust underneath the conveyor. 
This is normal and occurs as the conveyor belt beds into its guide channels. It lessens over 
time. 
 
One belt jumps or makes an intermittent noise as if the conveyor is catching on something. 
Follow the instructions to tighten the drive belt. 
 
One belt does not move 
Check the fuse at the back of the control box for that motor. If blown replace with a 6.5A fuse. If 
the replacement blows then check the wiring for shorts. If the wiring is OK then replace the 
motor. 
 
Check the drive belt for that motor has not blown. You can feel the belt by isolating the mains, 
lifting the belt near the motor and reaching inside. ISOLATE THE MAINS FIRST FOR SAFETY. 
Ensure that both toothed drive cogs are secure. The smaller one has a grub screw onto a 
keyway, make sure both are in position. 
Ensure that the belt drive cogs are secure on the drive motor spindle. 
 
Both belts do not move. With 
the red stop button fully 
released the amber light is 
not lit. 
Check the mains fuse on the 
back of the control box. If 
the replacement blows 
contact Codeology as there 
are no user serviceable 
parts inside. 
 
Products pile up on the 
infeed to the conveyor 
Ensure that stoppages in 
high risk do result in a ‘tidal 
wave’ of products released 
into low risk. The recirculator 
is designed to cope with 
products introduced in a 
regular flow, not surges. 
 
Increase the belt speed if the problem occurs on normal production. Turn the potentiometer 
clockwise to increase speed. 
 
After a motor or control box replacement, one or both motors travel backwards. 
The motor connections polarity depends on the build of the conveyor, right to left or left to right 
orientation. Reverse the motor connections inside the control box for the motor that rotates 
backwards.
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Products stick on the infeed rollers 
Increase the angle of attack of the driven infeed roller to drive the products across the infeed 
rollers. You can also remove the rollers and place them further apart which reduces friction 
which may help. Where you have two-part infeed rollers (2 or 3 rollers inside the recirculator, 2 
or 3 outside) increase the step down from the outside to the inside. 
 

 
In energy saving mode the conveyor does not restart 
Check the restart photocell operation. There is a light on the photocell that indicates operation. 
Make sure that the photocell can ‘see’ your products. If you use clear plastic trays you may 
need a special photocell that can detect the clear plastic. 
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Declaration of Conformity 
The manufacturer of the products covered by this declaration is 
Codeology Ltd, Unit 5 Portway Business Centre, Castlegate Business Park, Old Sarum 
Salisbury, UK.,SP4 6QX   Tel: 01722 322244 Fax: 01722 322324 

 

The directives covered by this declaration 
2004/108/EC Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) directive  
2006/95/EC Low Voltage Equipment directive  
2006/42/EC Machinery directive 

 

The products covered by this declaration 
Industrial Ink Jet Printers Models i100,i500,ip600,MD200 
Industrial Labelling Machines P100,P110, P120, P140, P150 
Conveyor C100,Recirculating Conveyor C200 
Industrial Computer IPC100 

 

The basis on which conformity is being declared 
The manufacturer hereby declares under his sole responsibility that the products identified 
above comply with the protection requirements of the above directives and with the essential 
health and safety requirements of the Machinery directive. Applicable standards are listed 
overleaf. 
The technical documentation required to demonstrate that the products meet the requirements 
of the relevant directives has been compiled and is available for inspection by the relevant 
enforcement authorities at the above address. The CE mark was first applied in 2006. 
 
The person responsible for compiling the technical file is: 
Jim Mason 
Technical Director 
Who can be contacted at Codeology Ltd, Unit 5 Portway Business Centre, Castlegate Business 
Park, Old Sarum, Salisbury, UK.,SP4 6QX. 
 
 
 
 
Signed:                                       Authority:Technical Director   Date: 9th March 2012 

      
 

Attention! 
 

The attention of the specifier, purchaser, installer, or user is drawn to special measures and limitations to use which 
must be observed when these products are installed, taken into service, operated, and maintained, to maintain 
compliance with the above directives. Details of these special measures and limitations to use are available on 

request, and are contained in the product manuals. 
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EN 620:2002+A1:2010 Continuous handling equipment and systems - Safety 
and EMC requirements for fixed belt conveyors for bulk 
materials 

BS EN ISO 12100:2010 
 

Safety of machinery. General principles for design. Risk 
assessment and risk 

BS EN 349:1993+A1:2008 
 

Safety of machinery. Minimum gaps to avoid crushing of 
parts of the human body 

BS EN 415-1:2000+A1:2009 
 

Packaging machines safety. Terminology and 
classification of packaging machines and associated 
equipment 

BS EN ISO 13850:2008 
 

Safety of machinery. Emergency stop. Principles for 
design 

ISO 13857:2008 Safety of machinery -- Safety distances to prevent 
hazard zones being reached by upper and lower limbs 

BS EN 953:1997+A1:2009 Safety of machinery. Guards. 

BS EN 60204-1:2006+A1:2009 
 

Safety of machinery. Electrical equipment of machines. 
General requirements 

 

BS EN 61000-6-1:2007 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Generic 
standards. Immunity for residential, commercial and 
light-industrial environments 

BS EN 61000-6-2:2005 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Generic 
standards. Immunity for industrial environments 

BS EN 61000-6-
3:2007+A1:2011 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Generic 
standards. Emission standard for residential, 
commercial and light-industrial environments 

BS EN 61000-6-
4:2007+A1:2011 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Generic 
standards. Emission standard for industrial 
environments 

BS EN 55011:2009+A1:2010 
 

Industrial, scientific and medical equipment. Radio-
frequency disturbance characteristics. Limits and 
methods of measurement 

BS EN 61000-3-
2:2006+A2:2009 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Limits. Limits for 
harmonic current emissions (equipment input current ≤ 
16 A per phase) 

BS EN 61000-4-2:2009 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Testing and 
measurement techniques. Electrostatic discharge 
immunity test 

BS EN 61000-4-
3:2006+A2:2010 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Testing and 
measurement techniques. Radiated, radio-frequency, 
electromagnetic field immunity test 

BS EN 61000-4-
4:2004+A1:2010 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Testing and 
measurement techniques. Electrical fast transient/burst 
immunity test 

BS EN 61000-4-6:2009 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Testing and 
measurement techniques. Immunity to conducted 
disturbances, induced by radio-frequency fields 

BS EN 61000-4-11:2004 
 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Testing and 
measurement techniques. Voltage dips, short 
interruptions and voltage variations immunity tests 

 


